A necessary and sufficient condition for a Petri net to be weakly persistent for every initial marking is obtained. Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition for reachability is obtainable for this class of Petri nets. As a suthcient condition for a Petri net to have a semilinear reachability set, the notion ofsinklessness has been proposed. vvhere a marked Petri net is said to be sinkless if the total number of tokens in each minimal circuit is not decreased to 0 by firing transitions.
Introduction
Petri nets are a structural model for representing discrete and concurrent systems, which describes how each component of a system communicates with other ones. Classification of Petri nets has been studied for two kinds of properties: one is structural and the other is behavioral. Several classes of Petri nets have been proposed as structural properties, such as marked graphs, state machines, free-choice nets, conflict-free nets [3] , trap-circuit nets, deadlock-circuit nets [l] and so on. On the other hand, liveness, fairness, persistency [Z] and weak persistency [6] have been studied as behavioral properties. In this paper we study rciations between structural and behavioral properties. Lvhich are important in designing and verifying systems.
We first study weak persistency. A necessary condition for weak persistency is discussed in 171. We show a necessary and suiticient condition for weak persistency, which is described as a structural property. Moreover. 21 necessary and sufficient condition for reachability is obtainable for this class of Petri nets.
Persistency, weak persistency and sinklessness [7] arc introduced to detinc classes of Petri nets whose reachability sets are cfTccti\cly computable semilinear. A marked Petri net is said to be sinkless if the total number of tokens in each minimal circuit is not decreased to 0 by firing transitions. We show that the reachability set is semilinear ifthc total number of times that sinklcssnesa is tiolated is finite during each firing. and obtain ;I structural condition for ;I Petri net to ha\c this property for every initial marking.
Definitions and Notation
Let Z denote the set of integers and Ict N denote the set of nonncgati\,e integers. For a noncmpty finite set S. Z' (Ic'") denotes the set of :III ISI-dimensional vectors of integers (nonnegative intcgcrs). A function 1': S AZ can bc idcntifed with an element of Z" by introducing and T, denote the set of places and the set of transitions, respectively, occurring in a circuit II. A circuit u is called sitnplr if u does not contain any other circuits. A simple circuit u is called n~initntrl if the set of places in u does not properly include the set of places in any other circuit.
We define the following for a marked Petri net M=(C, m')=(P, 
PIH= (pi 3r~H: A(p, r)= 1 V A(t, p)= I)
and A 1 H is the restriction of A to (P 1 H, H 1. The restriction of M to H is defined by
MlH=(CIH,rll'J(PIH)).
(iii) Restricrion to (I actor in N": Let .y be a given vector in N". The restriction of T to s is defined by Tls= It 1 teT A $(t)<s). We simply write Cls for Cl(T1.y) and MIs=(Cls, rr~~l.y) for M~(Tl.~\-).
(iv) Rrstriction to (I circuit: We simply write Cl 14 and M 1~1 to indicate the Petri net C and the marked Petri net &I restricted to places and transitions in a circuit U. respectively. 
Let S be a set of places in a Petri net C=( P, T. A). We define s(S). r'(S) and T-(S

r+(S)= (t/ 3~~s: A(t, p)= I A VqcS: A(y, t)=O].
S is called (I de~~/iocl\ if T L (S)= $d, and is called LI trap if T (S) =
. For etrc,h circuit II in II Petri net C = (P. T, '4). therr r.xists II circuit u' such thut T,, = T(P,,) and Pt,, = P,,.
Proof. Let u=p,f ,... p,,l,,pl. Clearly, r(P,,) . In this section we study a necessary and sufficient condition for a Petri net to be weakly persistent for every initial marking. We first define the following conditions on M, which will be used to obtain the necessary and sufficient condition. 
(iii) z+(S)n5(P,)=@
We can obtain the following lemmas, which will be proved later.
Lemma 3.3. [f u murked Petri net M =(P, T, A, m") satisjies Condition 3.1, then M is weakly persistent.
Lemma 3.4. !f u Petri nrt C=(P, T, A) sati$ies Corldition 3.2, then the marked Petri net M =(C, m") sati$ies
Condition 3.1 fbr every initial marking m".
Lemma 3.5. Let C=( P, T, A) he u Petri net. Jf the marked Petri net M =(C, m") is weukly persistent for every initiul marking m", then the Petri net C satisfies Condition 3.2.
By Lemmas 3.3-3.5, we have the following theorem. in r'(S) bring some tokens into S. Since S is ;I trap in 31. S is not token-free in VI"+ 1.
S is not token-free in both casts. This is ;I contradiction. (ii) T-(S)=$;
(iii) ~+(S)nt(P,)=fl.
Assume that u is complete. If not, we can have a complete circuit u, such that P,,,= P, by Lemma 2.5. Moreover. if there exists a set of places S that satisfies the above three conditions for u,, then S also satisfies them for u.
From the assumption and the fact that II is a circuit, i.e. Clu has no token-free source places. Cl u has a deadlock circuit u'. If T -(P,,,) # 9 in C, then Clu' has a deadlock circuit u". The circuit 11" is also a deadlock circuit in Cl U. By repeating this process, we can obtain a circuit II, such that U, is a deadlock circuit in Clu and
sC(P,,)=$ in C. Since u is complete, it follows that ~'(P,,)nt(P,,)=g.
If T (P,,) = # for a circuit II, then Condition 3.2 holds for S = P,,. Hence, the facts (a) and (b) imply the following: if a Petri net C does not satisfy Condition 3.2, then there exists a marking ~1 such that the marked Petri net bf=(C, m) is not weakly persistent. r A Petri net that satisfies Condition 3.2 is said to be a structurally weakly persistent Petri net (SWPN). A necessary and sufficient condition for reachability can be obtained for an SWPN.
Theorem 3.7. Let M =(C, rd') (3) Set ~:=~ct and x:=.x-$(t). If x=0. then D:=Y. Otherwise, go to (2). 0
Semilinearity of the reachability set
The reachability set of a weakly persistent marked Petri net is effectively computable semilinear 161. In this section we consider structural conditions for a Petri net to have a semilinear reachability set for every initial marking. We first define the notion of lir~t~crr st'rs and scvJli~iwtrr aeta. A Petri net is r~or.,nrl/ if each minimal circuit is a trap circuit [7] . Normality is the structural property for sinklessness. 
Proof. Set .x=$(/I-@(cc).
If x=0, then y= h. We consider the case x30. We first show that M 1 .x has a firable transition in m" + E. Assuming the contrary, we can show that M 1.x has a TFDC u in m"+x by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. There exists a minimal circuit U' in M Ix such that P,, c P,,. It is necessary for u' to have tokens in firings of a transition which has an input place in u'. Since M 1 x is sinkless, U' still has tokens in In the next theorem, we construct the extended reachability set of a sinkless marked Petri net. 
Proof. Since F=(F(C,m)lmER(M))
is finite, we set F={F',...,F"}. Let (m) is finite because it is a projection of
Therefore, d' is finite and we set d'= {A", . , A~~). Let
Since M 1 T, is sinkless, b::'K"c L(,%lin EK"'. I") holds by Lemma 4.5. Then we have
Hence. ER(A4) is semilinear. ~ Now we show that the reachability set of ;I marked Petri net is scmilinear if the number of times that sinklcssncss is Aolated is finite during each firing of transitions. Let M =(C. r)~") =( P. T. A, HI") be ;I marked Petri net. We define r/lcj tlcc,on~posirior~ of a tiring sequence CJ in X(&f). which decomposes 0 into "sinkless" subsequences. Proof.
is finite, we set Cl= (u', , u"). For each ui=sl . ..s*. Th': 14 contradicts the fact that (T' is decomposed infinitely.
Proof. Assume that the length of (T is infinite for a liring sequence ci in X(M Figure 2 shows an example of SFSN. The circuit u=p,t,pzt,p, is not sinkless in a marking [0, 0, II, 11. But the number of times u becomes token-free is bounded by n.
